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ABsTRACT: A generalized microplane model 'or brittle-plastic heteroge
neous materials such as concrete, which describes not only tensile 
cracking but also nonlinear triaxial response in compression and shear, 
is presented. The constitutive properties are characterized separately on 
plane.s of various orientations within' the material, called the mi
crop lanes, on which there are only few stress and strain components and 
no tensorial requirements need to be observed. These requirements are 
satisfied automatically by integration over all spatial directions. The 
state of each microplane is characterized by normal deviatoric and 
volumetric strains and shear strain, which makes it possible to match 
any Poisson ratio. The microplane strains are assumed to ~ the 
resolved components of the macroscopic strain tensor. The central 
assumption is that on the microplane level the stress-strain diagrams for 
monotonic loading are path-independent and that aU the path depen
dence on the macrolevel is due to unloading, which happens selectively 
on microplanes of some orientations. The response on the microplane is 
assumed to depend on the lateral normal strain, which does no work. In 
consequence, the incremental elastic moduli tensor is nonsymmetric, 
which is necessary to model friction and dilatancy. This tensor is also 
generally anisotropic and fully populated (i.e., none of its elements can 
be prescribed as zero). The model involves many fewer free material 
parameters than the existing comprehensive macroscopic phenomeno
logic constitutive models for concrete. 

INTRODUcnON 

During the last decade we have witnessed a tremendous progress in the 
development of constitutive models for brittle-plastic heterogeneous ma
terials such as concrete, motivated chiefly by the needs of finite element 
analysis. The existing models are basically of two kinds: (I) Macroscopic 
phenomenologic models; and (2) micromechanics models. The macro
scopic phenomenologic models include: (I) The classical plastic models 
(Chen and Chen 1975; Takahashi and Marchertas 1985), which include 
Drucker-Prager plasticity, the cap model, the critical state theory (orig
inally developed for soils), models with rounded-triangle deviatoric section 
(Willam and Warnke 1974) and with slanted ellipse volumetric section (Lin 
et al. 1987), etc.; (2) the bounding surface model (Yang et al. 1985) which 
is really plasticity with a refined hardening rule; (3) the rotating active 
plane model (Zubelewicz and Batant 1987); (4) the hypoelastic models 
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(these include the orthotropic models, which, however, violate tensorial 
form invariance); (5) the total strain models (deformation theory of 
plasticity), also called nonlinear elastic models (Bazant and Tsubaki 1980; 
Cedolin et aJ. 1977; Gerstle et aJ. 1980; Gerstle 1981; Kotsovos and 
Newman 1978); (6) the continuum damage mechanics models (Janson and 
Hult 1977; Kachanov 1958; Krajcinovic and Fonseka 1981; Mazars 1981), 
which can be seen as a refinement of the total strain models; (7) the 
fracturing material of DougiIJ (1976); (8) the plastic-fracturing theory 
(BaZant and Kim 1979), which is a combination of the fracturing and plastic 
models; (9) the viscoplastic and endochronic models (Babnt 1974; Balant 
and Bhat 1976; Bazant and Shieh 1980); and (10) the damage model of Ortiz 
(1985), in which all 21 anisotropic elastic moduli are treated as damage 
variables. 

Despite significant initial success during the 1970s, however, the mac
roscopic phenomcnologic approach seems to have run into a dead-end 
street. Probably only relatively minor further improvements can be ex
pected. As the experimental data base in the literature is expanding, many 
aspects orthe material response apparently cannot be modeled by a unified 
general theory in which the material parameters are the same for all types 
of loading. 

A greater promise is offered by the second kind of models (i.e., those 
based on micromechanics of the inelastic phenomena in the material 
microstructure). These models include: (I) the classical slip theory of 
plasticity and its recent variants and extensions called the microplane 
models; and (2) particle simulation, which started as the distinct element 
method of Cundall for granular solids, and was recently developed for the 
fracturing of concrete as the interface element model (Zubelewicz and 
BaZant 1987). The latter models, in which a random simulation of the 
aggregate framework in the microstructure of concrete is used, pose 
enormous demands for computer time and storage when large structures or 
three-dimensional analysis is considered. 

This study will focus on the micro plane model. The original idea 
underlying this approach is due to G. I. Taylor (1938), who proposed in 
1938 that the stress-strain relation be specified independently on various 
planes in the material, assuming that either the stresses on such a plane 
(presently called the microplane) are the resolved components of the 
macroscopic stress tensor, which is called the static constraint, or that the 
strain components on such plane are the resolved components of the 
macroscopic strain tensor, which is called the kinematic constraint. In 
practice, however, only the static constraint had been used until the recent 
development of the microplane model for tensile fracturing of concrete 
(Bazant and Gambarova 1984; BaZant 1984; Bazant and Oh 1985). The 
responses on the planes of various orientation were related to the mac
role vel simply by superposition, while recently (Bazant and Gambarova 
1984; Bazant 1984; Bazant and Oh 1985) the principle of virtual work has 
been used for that purpose, for both static and kinematic constraints. The 
static constraint formulation was developed initially for polycrystalIine 
metals by Batdorf and Budianski in 1949 and is known as the slip theory of 
plasticity. This theory has long been viewed as the best available descrip
tion of the plastic behavior of metals, especially for highly nonproportional 
loading paths with sharp corners. The static constraint approach was 
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FIG. 1. <a) Assumed Microstructure; (b) Strain Components on Mlcroplanei (c) 
Stress and Strain on Mlcroplane; and (d) Lateral Strains 

further developed for soils and rocks by Zienkiewicz and Pande (1977) and 
Xiong (1982). and more recently for creep of clay by Bazant and Kim 
(1986) and Bazant and Prat (1987). 

In an effort to pursue this approach for tensile fracturing of concrete it 
was found (Bazant and Gambarova 1984; Bazant 1984; Bazant and Oh 
1985) that, due to strain softening, the static constraint is impossible since 
it always leads to unstable response of snapback type. This problem has 
been overcome by adopting the kinematic constraint. Such a constraint 
seems to better describe the relation between the microscopic deforma
tions and the macroscopic strain in an aggregate framework (Bazant and 
Gambarova 1984; Bazant 1984; Bazant and Oh 1985). The new term 
micropiane had to be introduced (Bazant and Gambarova 1984; Balant 
1984; Bazant and Oh 1985) because the classical term slip theory gives the 
connotation of plasticity, which makes no sense as a description of 
concrete cracking. The prefix micro refers to the fact that the behavior is 
characterized on the weak planes of various orientations that are found in 
the microstructure, (e.g., the interaggregate contact planes) [Fig. I(a)]. 
Keep in mind, though, that the microplane model does not represent a 
complete micromechanics formulation. which would have to reflect also 
spatial interactions between the weak planes, cracks and various defects 
on the microstructural level. The microplane model takes into account the 
microscopic interactions among various orientations but not those at 
distance. The latter ones are perhaps best described by nonlocal concepts. 

From the mathematical viewpoint, the basic advantage of the mi-
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croplane model is its conceptual simplicity. In contrast to the phenome
nologic macroscopic models, one does not have to enforce any tensorial 
invariance requirements for the stress-strain relations, since the stress
strain relations refer to a single plane which cannot be rotated, by 
definition. The tensorial invariance requirements are automatically fulfilled 
postfacto (i.e., after the stress-strain relation is stated); this is done simply 
by integrating over the microplanes of all spatial orientations. 

Due to this conceptual simplicity, one might hope to describe the 
material with fewer material parameters. This will be borne out by our 
analysis, which shows that only about four independent material parame
ters are needed to describe the general nonlinear triaxial behavior of any 
concrete with practically sufficient accuracy. By contrast, the existing 
phenomenologic macroscopic models for concrete, which are intended to 
describe a broad range of responses, all involve at least 15 unknown 
material parameters. When the endochronic theory, the first comprehen
sive nonlinear model for concrete, was presented in 1974 (Batant 1974), 
the fact that it involved so many material parameters was unappealing and 
was justly criticized .. Nevertheless, despite extensive efforts, neither this 
theory nor other general phenomenologic macroscopic models developed 
subsequently were able to succeed with fewer than about 15 material 
parameters. This attests to the presence of a fundamental limitation in the 
phenomenologic macroscopic approach. 

The microplane model for concrete initially covered only tensile crack
ing (Ba!ant and Gambarova 1984; Ba!ant 1984; Ba!ant and Oh 1985), 
although it could also describe, by means of inclined tensile microcracks, 
the shear response of cracks or crack bands (Ba!ant and Gambarova 1984). 
The main objective of Part I of the present study is to develop a general 
microplane model that is applicable both to tension and compression, and 
both to brittle cracking and plastic response that characterize the damage 
in concrete. A further objective is to use as few material parameters as 
possible, and to cover a broader range of responses than the previous 
macroscopic phenomenologic models. Part II of this study will calibrate 
and verify this model by experimental data. 

BASIC HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis I 
The strains on any microplane are the resolved components of the 

macroscopic strain tensor Elj' which represents a tensorial kinematic 
constraint [Fig. l(b)]. (However, we will also introduce an additional static 
constraint of the nontensorial, scalar type.) 

Hypothesis II 
The microplane resists not only normal strains EN' but also shear 

strains, ETi' and their vector has the same direction as the vector of shear 
stresses CIT' (i.e., CIT' - ETi) [Fig. 1(e)]. 

Hypothesis III 
The response on each microplane depends on the mean lateral strain EL' 

which is equivalent to a dependence on the volumetric strain Ey (ey = 
eu/3). 
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Hypothesis IV 
The stress-strain curves of each microplane are path independent as long 

as this micro plane suffers no unloading. During unloading and reloading, 
the curves of the stress and strain differences from the state at the start of 
unloading are also path independent. 

Hypothesis V 
The volumetric, deviatoric and shear responses on each microplane are 

mutually independent. 
As already mentioned, hypothesis I makes it possible to obtain stable 

response during strain softening while the classical hypothesis of static 
constraint would not. At the same time one should be aware of the fact that 
the kinematic constraint in general yields the stiffest possible response for 
the given stiffness properties of the material components. This is suggested 
by the fact, known from the theory of elastic composites, that the Voigt 
estimate for the elastic modulus, which corresponds to a kinematic 
constraint, represents an upper bound, while the Reuss estimate, which 
corresponds to a static constraint, represents a lower bound. The reality 
would no doubt be better described by a mixed kinematic-static constraint. 
In fact, we will need to introduce an additional static constraint, but we 
will be able to keep it nontensorial (scalar), which preserves simplicity. 
Due to the mixed constraint, our model will not be the stiffest possible. 

According to hypothesis I, the strain vector on a microplane whose 
direction cosines are n, is E) = Ejknk . The normal strain component and its 
vector then are 

EN = njE} = npkEjlc .••••.••..•.....•....••..••••••.•••••• (1a) 

EN, = n;njnkEjk •.•....••••.•.•.•.•.••••..•.•••••••.••••• (lb) 

The Latin lowercase subscripts refer to cartesian coordinates x, (i = 1, 2, 
3). Repeated Latin lower case subscripts indicate summation over 1, 2, 3. 
The magnitude of the strain vector on the microplane is lIenll = vi E'!E'! = 

J J 

V n,Ej,nkEjk' The vector of the shear (tangential) strain component is (Fig. 
Ib) ET = en - EN' SO the shear strain components and the shear strain 
magnitudes are: 

(2a) 

ET = ~ = V nkEjmnm(Ejk - n,njE'k) ...••••.••••••••..•••• (2b) 

in which l)lj is the Kronecker's unit delta tensor. The purpose of the longer 
expression for ETi is to make the tensor that multiplies e'le symmetric with 
resp~ct toj and k. The reason for doing this is that the ~tisymmetric part 
of thIS tenso~ ~as ,no .effect on the value of ETi since Ejle is symmetric. 
. In .t~e onglOal mlcroplane model for tensile cracking of concrete, 

slmphclty was achieved by neglecting the shear stiffness of the mi
croplanes and dealing only with normal strains EN' On the macroscopic 
level, shear stiffness was provided by resistance against compression in 
inclined directions, which was exploited in the crack band microplane 
model (Batant and Gambarova 1984). However, this approach proved 
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insufficient for the modeling of the response in compression, for various 
reasons. For example, simulation of the uniaxial compression tests with 
the original microplane model does yield a peak stress value; however, 
shortly into the strain-softening regime the system becomes unstable and 
exhibits snapback, which does not correspond to reality. After exploring a 
number of alternatives it has been concluded that the microplane model for 
general behavior must include not only the normal strain but also the shear 
strain on each microplane [see also Batant (1984)]. It may be noted that the 
classical slip theory of plasticity involves.only plastic shear response on 
each slip plane and ignores the normal response, which is the opposite of 
the original microplane model for tensile cracking. 

Even with the inclusion of shear strains. however, a good description of 
the response in compression cannot be achieved, as learned in extensive 
numerical simulations. It appears that the response on a microplane is also 
affected by the mean normal strain £1., called the lateral strain, which 
inftuences the microplane from the planes that are normal to the mi
croplane. This strain is defined as £L = (£K + £M)/2, where ~K and £M are 
the normal strains in two orthogonal directions normal to that of £N; see 
Fig. 1(d). The value of £L is invariant with regard to rotations of the 
directions K and M around the normal to the microplane. It appears that 
the lateral strain £L considerably affects the brittleness of the response, 
although it does no work on the normal and shear stresses acting on the 
given microplane. 

Instead of using the lateral strain £L' one may equivalently and more 
conveniently use the volumetric strain £v, which is expressed as £v = (£N 
+ £K + £M)/3, and is a three-dimensional invariant. Defining the deviatoric 
normal strain as £0 = £N - £v, one has £0 = j(£N - £L)' Thus, hypothesis 
III is equivalent to the requirement that the volumetric and deviatoric 
normal strain components £v and £0 should be used separately in the 
stress-strain relation for each microplane. 

There is also another physical argument for introducing the shear strains 
on each microplane and for separating the volumetric ,and deviatoric 
normal strains. As is well known (Batant and Oh 1985), the microplane 
model which exhibits only normal stiffness yields always the elastic 
Poisson's ratio v = 0.25 (in three dimensions; in two dimensions it is 1/3). 
Therefore. the artifice of a series coupling with a fictitious additional elastic 
element had to be used previously to adjust the Poisson's ratio to a 
physically correct value. If both the shear and normal strains are consid
ered in a kinematically constrained microplane model but the deviatori 
and volumetric components are not separated, the Poisson's ratio i 
restricted to the limits -I s v s 0.25. This range could describe the 
Poisson's ratio observed for concrete, but the fact that Poisson's ratio does 
not exceed 0.25 is suspicious on physical grounds, because the microplane 
model should in principle also work for other materials for which the 
Poisson's ratio might exceed 0.25. It has been discovered by Bwnt that 
an arbitrary Poisson's ratio, satisfying the thermodynamic requirements 
-I s v s 0.5, can be obtained if, in addition to the consideration of both 
the shear and normal strains, the normal strains are further split into the 
volumetric and deviatoric components. It may be also noted that the 
additional scalar static constraint that we introduce later will have no effect 
on the elastic response, and therefore none on the Poisson's ratio. 
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As a reasoning behind hypothesis IV, one may recall that the nonlinear 
triaxial response of concrete in the hardening regime (pre peak states) is 
nearly path independent for monotonic loading paths. This is evident from 
the success of the total strain theory (deformation theory) ofCedolin et at. 
(1977, 1983) [later adapted and restated by Kotsovos and Newman (1978)], 
as well as the model of Gerstle et at. (1980) and Gerstle (1981) and the 
comprehensive model of Batant and Tsubaki (1980). From these studies it 
transpired that the path dependence of response becomes significant only 
if there is unloading or strain softening. Strain softening, however, always 
implies unloading of the material on planes of some orientations at the 
microstructural level. This suggests that the main reason for the path 
dependence of concrete, as well as other similar materials, should be the 
unloading. 

The typical response of the microplane model combines loading on the 
microplanes of some orientations and unloading on the microplanes of 
other orientations. There are numerous possible combinations of such 
loading and unloading on planes of various orientations, which cannot be 
captured by the existing phenomenologic macroscopic models. Thus it 
becomes clear that even if the microplane model assumes path indepen
dence on each microplane, the overall material response can and does 
exhibit significant path dependence. This has been the reason for intro
ducing hypothesis IV. 

The consequence of this hypothesis is that for monotonic loading, the 
secant moduli for each microplane can be considered to be functions of the 
current strains and stresses only. We will assume the stress-strain relation 
for monotonic loading to be of the form 

(J'v = Cy{£v, £D, £r)£y •••....•..............•••..•••••... (3a) 

(J'o = CD(£y, £D, £r)£D .•.... , ...............•••••.•••..•• (3b) 

(J'r = Cr<£y, £0, £r, q)£r .•...•...............••.•........ (3c) 

in which C v , Co , and C r are the secant moduli, which depend on £ y , £0 , 
and £r, and Cr also on an invariant of stress tensor (J'. Modeling 
experience, however, indicated that the volumetric, deviatoric and shear 
responses on each microplane can be assumed to be mutually independent, 
as stated in hypothesis V. Thus, the stress-strain relations for monotonic 
loading are assumed to. be de,coupled as follows: 

(J'y = Cy(£y)£y 

(J'D = CD(£o)£o 

............................. , ......... . (4a) 

(4b) 

(J'r = Cr<£r, (J'c)£r ...................................... (4c) 

in which C y depends only on £v and Co only on £D [Fig. 2(c)]. Among 
strains, Cr depends only on £r, but empirically it is found to also depend 
on the stress (J'c = «J'II + (J'm)/2 where (J'II and (J'm are the medium and 
minimum principal stresses. (J'cis a macroscopic stress invariant, which we 
will call the confining stress. Test data indicate that (J'c has a significant 
effect on the shear stiffness. The use of (J'c in Eq. 4 means that the 
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FIG. 2. (., Unloading criterion; (b) Volumetric Stress-Strain and Unloading; (c) 
Strain Softening on Mlcroplane and Snapbackj and (d) Lateral Strains Produced b~ 
Unlulal Compression 

constraint of the microplanes is not solely kinematic but also static. The 
static constraint, however, is not tensorial but merely scalar. cre appe~s 
only as a parameter, not as a basic variable, and does not affect the elastIC 
part of response. . 

The stress-strain relation for shear on the mlcroplane, crT = CT ET' 

neglects any possible effect of the direction of the shear stra.in v~ctor ET o.n 
the components ETi within the microplane. Whether the dIrection of thIS 
vector remains constant or rotates during loading, the secant modulus 
depends only on the final state. Alth~ugh one might suspect th!s to be an 
oversimplification, good agreement WIth test data has been obtamed. Note 
also that we do not need to specify the shear stiffness separately for each 
component ETi' but do so only for the magnitude ET = IIETII. • 

To handle unloading, one records in a step-by-step computatIOn the 
maximum and minimum values of every strain component achieved so far 
(i.e., EVax , E~in , EDal< , EDin , and Erax (Erin = 0 always). These values are 
updated after each loading step. Hypothesis IV me~ns that we need to 
specify for unloading or reloading a curve of a ce~am ~xed s.hape t~ be 
followed by each strain component. After experImentmg WIth vanous 
rules, the following simple rule, which is a slight modification of th.e. rule 
introduced by Bafant and Chern (1985) and involves only one addItIonal 
parameter, t, has been adopted: 

dcrv = Cy dEy where Cy ~ tCV(EV) + (I - ~)ct ............ (5a) 

where CD = ~CD(ED) + (I - ~)ct 
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(5b) 

dcrr = C~ d~r where cr = ~Ci{cr. 0') + (l - ~)Ci- ........... (5c) 

q" C'Jy, and C'T represent the tangential moduli during unloading or 
reloading (i.e., for unloaded states). Eq. 5a is valid for unloading of the 
volumetric component at Ev > 0 (volumetric tension); if EV < 0 (volumetric 
compression), then the unloading modulus is C'V = kct where k is the ratio 
of the unloading modulus to the initial elastic modulus of the macroscopic 
hydrostatic compression response [Fig. 2(b)]. In the data studies that 
follow, k is not obtained from curve fitting (and thus it is not a parameter 
of the model), but from direct measurement of the slope change at 
unloading. If such test results are unavailable, one may use k = I, which 
has been found acceptable for all data sets used in this study. 

The expressions in Eq. 5 graphically mean that the tangential modulus 
for unloading or reloading is a weighted average of the initial elastic 
modulus ct, COo or C} and the secant modulus for loading at the same 
strain [Fig. 2(a)]; the case of Er is an exception to this rule if cre varies. 
Parameter t is assumed to be the same for all the strain components, 
although it could have different values for each of them. 

The loading criterion is in a step-by-step computer program formulated 
as follows: If Ev I1Ev ~ 0 and (Ev - E~ax)(Ev - E~tn) ~ 0: virgin loading (Eq. 
4) is appropriate; otherwise, unloaded states occur (Eq. 5). The same 
criterion is introduced for ED and ET' The increment of shear strain I1ET is 
defined as AET = IIET + I1ETII - II£TII, because otherwise ErAEr ~ 0 always 
(e.g., if AET = IIA E]'II). 

The foregoing simple rule means that if unloading after previous com
pression continues into tensile states or if unloading after previous tension 
continues into compressive states, the tensile or compression strength 
limits for the microplanes, l'(f and I~, could be greatly exceeded. This 
could be grossly unrealistic. To prevent it from happening, one needs to 
impose for unloading of Ev after previous compression the condition that, 
approximately, crN:$ 0.751'(1, and for unloading after previous tension of 
ED and Ev the condition that crN ~ -0.75 I':. If this condition is violated, 
a more sophisticated unloading rule should be specified. If this is not done 
the computation must be aborted. 

Lest it be thought that hypothesis V prevents the modeling of friction, 
several facts should be noted: 

I. Even though the model has no shear friction on the microplane per 
se, there is a dependence of the normal strain crN on the lateral strain EL . 

This represents a frictional phenomenon as explained later. The depen
dence of CT on 0' is of course, a frictional phenomenon too. 

2. On the macroscopic level, the model exhibits friction due to the fact 
that a shear stress is manifested at inclinations ±45Q as compressive and 
tensile stresses that are not equal in magnitude and have unequal responses 
[Fig. 2(~]. This was amply demonstrated fer the crack band microplane 
model (Ba~ant and Gambarova 1984), in which the microplanes were 
assumed to possess no shear stiffness, yet the model was shown to 
describe friction on the macrolevel very well (e.g., upon applying a pure 
shear stress on the crack band, the inclined compressive stresses produce 
shear and normal components which are not canceled by the effect of the 
tensile stresses of opposite inclination since these tensile stresses are 
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smaller or vanish). The inclined normal strains caused by these inclined 
compressive and tensile stresses also produce dilatancy of the crack band 
subjected to shear. 

3. Despite the neglect of shear stiffness on the microplanes, the crack 
band microplane model (Bazant and Gambarova 1984) was shown capable 
to describe all the available test results for friction and dilatancy on cracks 
in concrete. The reason is that a rough crack in shear behaves in the same 
manner as a crack band in shear. The contacts of the asperities are inclined 
and transmit inclined compressive stresses across the crack, which are the 
source of friction. 

4. If any friction interaction were included for the microplane, it would 
have to model only the remaining part of friction which is in excess of that 
already exhibited by interactions among the microplanes of various 
orientations. 

5. At a sufficient resolution of the microstructure, friction generally 
disappears. For example, there is no friction between atoms, only central 
forces. Although this analogy cannot be taken literally, it does illustrate 
that friction is a macroscopic phenomenon, caused by interaction offorces 
and deformations of various ~orientations in the material. There is no 
compelling requirement for attributing macroscopically observed friction 
to a coupling between normal and shear components on a single plane in 
the material. 

INCREMENTAL MACROSCOPIC STRESS-STRAIN RELATION 

For incremental solutions with step-by-step loading, we need to differ
entiate Eq. 4, which yields (together with Eq. 5) the following incremental 
stress-strain relations for each microplane: 

day = C~ dEy - da'V .................................... (6a) 

daD = C~ dED - daD ................................... (6b) 

daT, = C~ dE1; - dar, ............................•....... (6c) 

in which for virgin loading 

(7a) 

daD = - ED dCD, C~ = CD(ED) .......................... (7b) 

dar, = - ET, dCT, C~ = Cr(ET' a) ........................ (7c) 

and for unloaded states: 

da'V=O 

da'D=O 

daT, =0 

C~= ct 
C~=CD 

(8a) 

(8b) 

C~ = Cj· .................................... (8c) 

C'v , Ch, and C~ represent the incremental elastic moduli for the current 
loading step for the microplane, and da ~, da ~, and da Ti represent the 
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inelastic stress increments fo:' the microplane, which occur only for virgin 
loading. 

Following the same procedure as used in the original derivation of the 
microplane model (BaZant and Gambrova 1984; Bazant 1984; Bazant and 
Oh 1985; Bazant 1985), we use the principle of virtual work to approxi
mately enforce the equivalencp. of forces on the microscale and macro
scale: 

4; dai.J?'Eij = 2 i (da~EN + daT,8ET)!(n) dS ........•......... (9) 

in which 8Eij' 8EN' and 8ET, are small variations of the macroscopic strain 
and of the strain components on a microplane. The macroscopic work on 
the left-hand side is taken over the volume of a unit sphere, and the integral 
extends over the surface of a unit hemisphere, S. The factor 2 is used 
because the integrand values on diametrically opposite points of the sphere 
are equal. Function !(o) is a weighting function of the normal direction 0 

which in general can introduce anisotropy of the material in its initial state. 
For concrete, one can approximately assume isotropy, in which case one 
sets !(o) = I, but for some concretes (such as rolled dam concrete) 
consideration of initial anisotropy would be appropriate and would not add 
much to the complexity of analysis. (It is one advantage of the microplane 
model that analysis of inelastic anisotropic materials is not appreciably 
more difficult than isotropic ones.) 

Substituting now 8EN = njnj~Eij' 8ET, = !(n/~,j + nj~'i - 2njnjn,)8Eij, 
according to Eqs. 1 and 2, and setting daN = day + daD' we get 

2; dai/JEiJ = .L [ n;1l/dav + daD) + ~ (n!>'i + n/>" - 2nin/l,) dar,] fin) dS6au ........•..• (10) 

This variational equation must hold for any variations 8Eij ; consequently 

daij = :Tr i [njnidav + daD) + ~ (ni8rj + nAi - 2njnjnr) daT,] flo) dS 

= 2~ i [ njnj{C~ dEy - da'V + C~ dED - daD) + ~ (n,?'rj + nj?'rj 

- 2ninjnr)( C~ dET, - dar) ] flo) dS .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (11) 

in which we have substituted Eq. 6. According to Eqs. 1 and 2, we may 
further substitute dEy = 8kmdEkm/3, dED = nknmdEkm - dEy , dET, = !(nm8rk 
+ nk8,m - 2n, nknm)dEkm . Thus, we finally obtain a macroscopic stress
strain relation of the form 

daij = Cijkm dE4m - daiJ " ................................ (12) 

in which Cijkm denotes the incremental stiffness tensor (elastic moduli 
tensor): 
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C'jkm = 2: i [(c;) - q)lIjlljllkllm + ~ (C~ - C~})lIjIlJ-Okm 

+ ~ C1(lIjll40jm + IIjll",Ojk + IIjllkOjm + IIj llmOjk )] fin) dS ....•.• ~ •... (13) 

and dCT:; denotes the inelastic stress increments: 

dCTij = :Tr i [llillj dCT'N + ~ (II,-O,j + ",-O'i - 2njlljll,) dCTT,] fin) dS ••••• (14) 

NoNSYMMETRY OF INCREMENTAL ELASTIC MODUU TENSOR AND ISOTROPY 

Upon carrying an interchange of indices i, j and k, m we notice a 
surprising fact: the incremental elastic moduli tensor is non symmetric 
unless C~ = Cb, which, however, cannot be expected to occur in general. 
This nonsymmetry, which represents a major difference from the previous 
constitutive models, can be understood from the following relations: 

CTN = CTy + CTD = C~E" + C~ED = C~Ey + Cb(EN - Ey) 

= CbEN + (C~ - Cb)Ey = C~EN - ED) + C~ED 

I I I I I I 2 I I 
= CyEN + (CD - Cd ED = 3" (Cy + 2CD)EN + 3" (Cy - CD)EL •••••••. (15) 

Since C~ = Cb is required for symmetry, we conclude that symmetry is 
obtained if CTN depends only on the normal strain EN and does not 
separately depend on the volumetric strain Ey and the deviatoric strain ED, 
and thus also the lateral strain EL' The lateral strain EL has the special 
property that none of the microplane stresses (neither CTN nor aT) does any 
work on this strain. The phenomenon that a nonworking variable in this 
case EL , influences the response is in the generalized sense called friction 
(Bazant 1980). Frictional phenomena are undeniably real, they do occur. 
So the nonsymmetry of Cijkm cannot be objected on physical grounds, 
although it violates Drucker's postulate and may cause instabilities and 
programming inconvenience. 

Friction is of course impossible on physical grounds when the response 
is purely elastic, and in that case Cijkm must be fully symmetric even if C~ 
4= Cb. Moreover, Cijkm must exhibit isotropy (if!(II) = I). That these two 
properties are indeed true we demonstrate now. U sing spherical coordi
nates I) and 'P, we may substitute in Eq. 13: 

"I = cos I) ............••...•..••...•..•.....••••..•• (l6a) 

"2 = sin I) cos 'P .............•...............•.•.•.... (16b) 

113 = sin I) sin 'P .................•...............•..... (16c) 

dS = sin I) dl) dIP ....•......•.••.•..•••.•....•.•••••••• (16d) 

We also substitute the initial elastic moduli C~ = ct, Cb = ~, and C~ 
= c:.. Since ct, Cb and c:. are independent of I) and 'P, we may integrate 
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explicitly for all the possible combinations of subscripts i, j, k, m. For 
isotropy, we have by definition fIn) = I. In this manner we obtain the 
following elastic relation: 

dCTII A B B 0 0 0 dEli 
dCT22 B A B 0 0 0 dEn 
dCT33 B B A 0 0 0 dE33 
dCTI2 0 0 0 C 0 0 dEI2 

............. (17) 

dCT23 0 0 0 0 C 0 dE23 
dCT31 0 0 0 0 0 C dE31 

in which 

1 
A = 15 (5et + 4<i> + 6Ci) .............................. (18a) 

1 
B = 15 (5et - 2<i> - 3~) ............................... (l8b) 

1 
C ="5 (2~ + 3~) .................................... (l8c 

The matrix in Eq. 17 must coincide with the well-known elastic moduli 
matrix for isotropic elastic materials, and so we must have 

EO - v) 
A = -;-:---:-:-:--"....,. (1 + v)(l - 2v) ................................... . (l9a) 

Ev 
B = (1 + v)(l - 2v) .................................... (l9b) 

E 
C = 2G = 1 + v ....................................... (l9c) 

in which E = elastic Young's modulus; G = elastic shear modulus, and v 
= Poisson ratio. Equating the expressions for A and B in Eqs. 18 and 19, 
and solving for v and E, we obtain the relations 

5et - 2<i> - 3~ 
v = lOet + 2(1, + 3(i, ................................. (20a) 

E = (1 - 2v)et ....................................... (20b) 

It may be verified that if one equates the expressions for A andC in Eqs. 
18 and 19 and solves again for v and E, one gets the same result. Note also 
that even if ct 4= ~, the integration over I) and 'P yields all the zeros in 
Eq. 17 that are required for material isotropy and symmetry. 

The only thermodynamic restriction we have on ct and ~ is that they 
must not be negative. From Eq. 20 one can then obtain any Poisson ratio 
in the range 

- 1 :s v :s 0.5 ......................................... (21) 

that coincides with the well-known thermodynamic restriction on v. 
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In fitting of the test data, it is convenient to consider E and v as the basic 
parameters and choose the ratio 110 = cld~. Then one obtains ~ = E/( 1 
- 2v) and, by solving Eq. 20, 

~ = ! [5(1 - 2v) _ 2110]ct .....................•...••... (22a) 
3 I + v 

Cb = 110ct .................................•.•••.... (22b) 

Choosing various values of 110' it was found that good fits are obtained 
approximately for 0.25 :S 110 :s I. 

For the extreme case, 110 = 1 (i.e., ~ = Cb). This does not imply that 
C~ = C~ for further loading, but does imply that C~ is rather close to C~ 
for the initial inelastic response in the hardening range. Consequently, 
tensor Cijkm is nearly symmetric for this initial range. Beyond the initial 
range, however, C~ and C~ may become significantly different (and tensor 
Cij4m highly nonsymmetric) for two reasons: (1) C~ and C~ depend on Ey 

and ED' respectively, whose values can be rather different; and (2) they 
change greatly in the case of unloading (either Ey or ED may be loading and 
the other unloading on the same microplane). Note also that unloading 
occurs on some microplanes even during monotonic loading (e.g., for the 
uniaxial compression test). 

It has been tried to determine whether replacement of tensor Cij4m with 
its symmetric part could yield good fits of test data. It cannot (especially 
not the observed volume changes and lateral strains). 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

To make computations efficient, the tensorial expressions njn.l'knm, 
iC~njnk8jm + n jnm 8jk + njnk8jm + njnm8jk), njnJ~km , ninj' and !(n,~rj + nJ~ri 
- 2njn.l',) should be calculated in advance of finite element analysis and 
stored in arrays in the computer's memory. The integrals over the unit 
hemisphere in Eqs. 13 and 14 need to be evaluated in finite element 
analysis in every loading step, every iteration of the step, and every 
integration point of every finite element. Therefore, evaluation of these 
integrals must be as efficient as possible. This evaluation is done by 
numerical integration using some suitable Gaussian-type integration for
mula for the surface of the hemisphere. Many such formulas are listed in 
Stroud's book (Stroud 1971), and some further formulas which are more 
efficient under certain circumstances have been derived by Bafant and Oh 
(1985, 1986). These formulas generally approximate the integrals in the 
form 

f F dS = 411" ~ w"F" ................................. (23) 
Js a= I , 

in which subscript a refers to a certain discrete set of directions in space, 
and Wa are the weights (numerical integration coefficients) for these 
directions (i.e., for points on the unit hemisphere). In the present calcula
tions, Stroud's formula with 28 points per hemisphere (Bafant and 
Gambarova 1984; Bafant and Oh 1985; Stroud 1971) has been used. For 
symmetric stress states the number of integration points can be reduced 
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because the values of w"F" are equal for some points (e.g., for axisym
metric stress states, the summation in Eq. 23 involves only five terms). 
Stroud's 28-point formula is of the eleventh degree (i.e., it integrates 
exactly on the surface of a sphere all polynomials up to the eleventh 
degree). A lesser but practically still sufficient accuracy is obtained by 
Bwnt and Oh's 21-point formula (Balant and Gambarova 1984; Bafant 
and Oh 1985), and for relatively crude analysis one could use Collatz's 
formula with only 16 points. A smaller number of points gives unaccept
able results, especially in the strain-softening range (Balant and Gam
barova; Balant and Oh 1985). 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. The microplane model that was previously formulated for tensile 
cracking of materials such as concrete is extended to general nonlinear 
triaxial behavior including compression and shear loadings. This model 
represents a counterpart of the slip theory of plasticity in which the 
structure is constrained kinematically rather than statically and the normal 
inelastic strains are taken into account. As confirmed in Part II, which 
follows, the model is capable of a good description of a broad range of the 
existing test data for nonlinear triaxial behavior of concrete. It seems to 
describe realistically the dilatancy and friction; the brittle-ductile transition 
at increasing hydrostatic pressure; various degrees of path dependence; 
the stiffening response in hydrostatic pressure tests; the extended strain 
softening in tension as well as in compression; and other typical features. 

2. The model achieves conceptual simplicity by specifying the consti
tutive properties independently on planes of various orientations in the 
material, which are called the microplanes and characterize principally the 
behavior of the weak planes within the microstructural framework. On 
each microplane there are only few stress and strain components and there 
are no tensorial invariance requirements to satisfy. The tensorial invari
ance requirements are satisfied automatically on the macroscopic level by 
integrating over all the spatial directions. 

3. For monotonic loading, the stress-strain relation for each microplane 
is assumed to be path independent and all the path dependence that is 
observed macroscopically i's a consequence of unloading whic'h happens 
selectively on some microplanes. 

4. On each microplane one distinguishes the volumetric and deviatoric 
normal strains and the shear strains, with different elastic constants for 
each. This makes it possible to match with the microplane system any 
Poisson ratio. The previous microplane models, by contrast, had been 
characterized by only a certain value of the Poisson ratio, and matching of 
the experimentally observed Poisson ratio required the artifice of coupling 
in series or in parallel with the microplane system an additional fictitious 
elastic element. 

5. The response for each mlcroplane is assumed to depend on the 
volumetric strain of the material, which implies dependence on the normal 
strain in the lateral direction. Since this strain does no work, a frictional 
aspect is introduced into the re~ponse, causing the incremental elastic 
moduli tensor in the nonlinear range to be nonsymmetric. This tensor is 
fully populated, (i.e., none of its cumponents can in general be prescribed 
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as zero). The nonsymmetry of this tensor appears to be important for the 
modeling of friction, dilatancy, and pressure sensitivity. 

6. To reflect internal friction, the inelastic part of shear stiffness on the 
microplane is considered to depend also on the macroscopic confining 
stress (defined as the average of the minimum and medium principal 
stresses). In consequence, the micro-macro constraint is not purely 
kinematic but mixed (kinematic-static). This causes the response to be less 
stiff than for a purely kinematic constraint. While the basic kinematic 
constraint is tensorial, the additional static constraint is scalar. 

7. The model permits extensions to anisotropic materials without any 
additional complexity. 
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